BATTLESHIP OREGON IN PERILOUS POSITION ON PINNACLE ROCK
Great Rent Torn in the Side of the War Vessel When She Crashed Ashore—Now Impaled on a Jagged Reef.

View of the Battleship Oregon as She Probably Lies at Pinnacle Rock. (From an engraving of the ship and description of Pinnacle Rock.

WASHINGTON, May 8—The battleship Oregon, which was cut to pieces by heavy seas when anchored at Pinnacle Rock, is now lying impaled on jagged coral reefs, with a rent torn in her side 200 feet long, according to reports from the scene.

The Oregon, which was detached from the South Atlantic Fleet on March 21, and was sailing from her home port to China, was captured in transit by Japan and was returned by the Chinese to her owners.

The Oregon was en route to Katama, Manchuria.

SCOUTS' RIFLES SPEED DEATH TO FIFTY FILIPINOS
Insurgent Losses During a Week's Operations in Northern Luzon.

TANAGA, May 8—Twenty Filipinos, including 10 women, were killed and 10 wounded in a minor action by U.S. Marines on the northwestern coast of Luzon.

The Marines were engaged in their first encounter with the enemy since their landing in the Philippines.

DEATH SUMMONS ADMIRAL PHILIP
Had an Unblemished Sea Record and Did Gallant Service in Two Wars.

The late Rear Admiral N. W. Woodward was a man of great ability and courage, and was a gallant officer in both the Civil War and the Spanish-American War.

SAUSALITO RESIDENTS WANT A POND FILLED IN
For State in the History of the Town, Mill Will Be and Water From a Nearby Station Together.

The inhabitants of Sausalito, California, are petitioning the State to fill in a pond in the vicinity of the town.

The pond, which is situated near the mouth of the Eel River, is said to be a source of danger to the inhabitants of the town.

LATE NEAR ADMIRAL JOHN WOODWARD,
The late Rear Admiral John Woodward, who was a gallant officer in both the Civil War and the Spanish-American War, died recently after a long illness.

Many women can trace their roiled complexion to the use of injurious cosmetics, which, at their best, simply COVER UP defects. They try every product after another, hoping to find one that will bring back what has been lost. But, alas, this is a hopeless task. There is but one way and that is to SCULPE A NEW SKIN. All physicians and dermatologists agree to one point, that, when the surface is riddled with freckles, tan and other discolorations, or has a rather roughened appearance, there is but one way to eradicate the defects and that is by using a preparation which will slowly, but in an entirely uncanny manner, take of the old skins and with it the blemishes. No such wands were ever held than that quicksand which, about two years ago, melted away a thousand feet into the bowels of the ground.

Anita Cream
COASES A NEW SKIN. It is the result of years of study and experimenting, and today stands alone as a time-saving remedy which cures. It passed the experimental stage ten years ago, and since then has been used by thousands of dermatologists without fail to remove its marks from the faces of grace and mankind.

It does not contain a single ingredient that can possibly harm the most delicate skins, but it must be remembered that Anita Cream is not a cold cream, but a medicinal preparation, which, if properly used, will accomplish a very different result from that obtained by the use of a single brand or cold cream. It brings all impurities to the surface and removes the outer skin of the body, thus making all wrinkles and at the same time promoting a growth of new skin as soft and clear as an infant's. It contains no vanishing or any ingredient that will stimulate a growth of hair.

Five cent sample will be mailed to any address for 5 cents. Anita Cream & Toilet Co., 29 Franklin St., Los Angeles, Cal.